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Contain the Car and
Reclaim the Streets!
Part One: The Case for Action
What was Chichester designed for? Unlike many towns
we can say ‘design’, as we still have the Roman street
grid and walls that define the centre. In those terms, it
was designed for people to walk in, and maybe make
space for the occasional lumbering cart. It certainly was
never designed for three-quarter-ton lumps of metal
moving at 20 mph or often faster; nor even less for the
mixture of walking and car driving that we see today.
Chichester is not alone in having this problem. Medieval
cities which have grown bigger than Chichester have
already had to take action. Early attempts to manage
traffic with one-way streets and parking meters have been
overwhelmed by the pressure of everyone’s temptation to
take the car as close as possible to the final destination,
irrespective of the other users of the city centre.
These pressures are forcing a reconsideration of the place
of the car in cities generally and in Chichester specifically. There is growing world-wide movement in favour
of creating car-free areas in city centres and residential
areas, especially new inner city developments.

walking and cycling as part of a healthy lifestyle.
Equally, there is increasing acceptance of a greater role
for public transport and a smaller one for individual cars.
This is related to a similar increasing acceptance that
parking cannot be so near to one’s destination and that
parking spaces do not need to be provided for all housing.
A further benefit from car-free zones is a freeing up of
central car parking areas for public open space, although
there may well be a matching loss of space further out for
replacement parking and Park and Ride termini.
There is often opposition initially from retailers to proposals to limit car access. However, these objections
often fade away as retailers recognise that shoppers travelling in from outside the city, as well as nearby residents,
value a shopping experience freed from traffic hazards,
noise and fumes. This is particularly the case for lighter
non-food shopping. However, proponents of car-free
zones, including the Society, recognise that facilitating
food shopping may involve some major compromises
with the car-free objective.

Chichester’s Specific problems

Here there are specific longer-term developments which
if unchecked would aggravate the current problems of
The general arguments in favour of car-free zones include largely unrestricted vehicle traffic, particularly along the
ring road and within the City walls. Among the new presthose related to pollution and noise. These include: the
need to reduce pollution as part of the response to global sures are:warming; a preference for cleaner, unsmelly and less
Firstly, the increased amount of housing within the walls
dusty air in our cities; and a general desire for noise
(166 dwellings on the Shippams site in particular) and
reduction.
just outside them (72 dwellings on the New Park site)

The Case for Car-Free Zones

Car-free zones (and low-car zones) involve changing the
priorities given to different types of movement, with the
aim of reducing interactions between vehicles and pedestrians and so increasing safety and allowing a more
relaxed enjoyment of the urban scene. They also help
people to discover their local architectural heritage and
directly address current concerns by encouraging more

giving rise to increased residents’ traffic.
Secondly, the plans for substantial housing development
in and around the city, including 350 homes on the Barracks site and 500 more at Graylingwell.
Thirdly, the delays until well into the next decade of improvements to the A27 and consequent ever-worsening
(Continued on page 2)
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will need a sustained effort to build a consensus among
jams at all junctions, particularly the Bognor, Stockall the decision-makers and opinion-formers and to make
bridge and Whyke Road roundabouts, which will in turn any changes in a carefully phased way. It requires the
tempt more and more vehicles to travel east-west through majority of us to be convinced that a change in our bethe city rather than round it.
haviour will benefit all of us.

(Continued from page 1)

Lastly, the increasing attractiveness of our city to visitors with its growing facilities, now including a much
enlarged art gallery, the
plans to develop the Roman
Baths and possibly in the
future enhanced leisure
facilities at the Canal Basin.
Excessive pollution from
vehicles is damaging air
quality, as recently measured
in Orchard Street and St Pancras.

Other Cities

Other smaller towns in
Europe, where the tradition
has been to build more intensively behind a sheltering
city wall, have also had to
adopt dramatic measures.
Siena and Dubrovnik are just
two instances, each a maze of
narrow alleys and tiny
streets, which have banned
all but essential traffic from
within their walls. Large car
parks are to be found just
These developments are adding
Siena:care-free and car-free
outside. In Sienna commercial
further to the underlying pressures
traffic is permitted within the city
of annually increasing car use. Both nationwide and in
only in the morning hours, while in the afternoon pedesChichester many of us are still wedded to our cars and
trians dominate.
our perceived right to drive and park virtually anywhere.
In England we can see that Cambridge has banned cars
Some will need to be persuaded that everyone benefits
from the centre for most of the day. In Oxford the main
from restrictions on the use of cars, including even the
shopping street, the Cornmarket, is pedestrian-only, the
car-users when they have left their cars at home.
important Queen Street is bus-only, and many surroundThe Society wants to contribute to the campaign for a
ing streets have restricted vehicular access.
new approach in Chichester to car use. We recognise it

Part Two: Our Proposals for Change
A Vehicle Ban within the Walls With Exceptions

parking spaces within the walls. We shall call these collectively the “permitted” vehicles. All other vehicles we
call “non-permitted”.

We have grown accustomed to cars and people trying to
co-exist in Chichester, and some would say there isn’t a
real problem. However, look down South Street from the
Cross. Cars are allowed here, from Cooper Street, but
what you actually see is people walking and making use
of the main carriageway and not just the pavements. So,
we do apparently want to make use of more pedestrian
space.

A New Policy for Car Parking:
Relocate not Reduce

We therefore believe a policy of containing and if possible reducing vehicle traffic should focus first on the city
within the walls. While we recognise that a complete ban
on vehicle traffic within the walls would be impracticable
in the foreseeable future, we believe a start should be
made on containing vehicle traffic by minimising vehicle
numbers.
Obvious exceptions to a total ban on vehicles would be
emergency vehicles, cars for residents within the walls,
retail delivery vehicles (6 am to 9 30 am only), cars for
the registered disabled, service vehicles requiring access,
local service buses and vehicles with private off-street
2

Our policy on car parking is to relocate it, not reduce it.
Indeed we would, unlike the District Council, provide
replacement parking for both the spaces the Council
wishes to remove and those the Society considers
wrongly sited.
Some non-resident access should continue to be permitted
to some of the car parks that are just within the walls
(namely East Pallant, South Pallant and County Hall).
However, to reduce vehicle traffic in the more central
areas it is necessary to close or restrict the use of the other
car parks within the walls. The District Council already
plans car park closures within or just outside the walls,
including:- Woolstaplers car park (36 spaces) to make
way for the new District museum; Basin Street car park
(115 spaces) when the bus garage is redeveloped; and a
further 165 public spaces to go just outside the walls
(Continued on page 3)
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when the New Park development is under way.
We propose that St Cyriacs (51 spaces) CDC car park
should be restricted to residents and the registered disabled only. In addition the Baffin’s Lane car park (87
spaces) should be closed altogether and the site imaginatively redeveloped as a new city square with gardens,
seating, cafes and plenty of space for a stroll. Replacements for existing off-street parking spaces owned by

combination of measures. These should include:Opening at least a major part of the County Hall
car park to the public on a chargeable basis. Why should
it be available only to county officials and councillors?
•

Establishing a Park-and-Ride facility on the vacant
land at Barnfield Drive, Portfield, with connecting buses
running initially at least in the morning and evening commuting peaks and later all day between 7am and 7pm.
This site is recommended as, unlike the other Park-andRide schemes proposed by the Highways Agency south
of the Fishbourne and Bognor Road junctions, this
scheme does not have to await completion of the A27
improvements. This facility should be linked with the
Portfield retail site road realignment set out in our June
2006 Newsletter.
•

Offering a special Park-and-Ride minibus service
from the peripheral car parks to South Street and West
Street, with disabled access arrangements on the vehicles.
•

Examining the feasibility of allowing a private
company to operate the multi-storey car park at Avenue
de Chartres and to extend it over part of the adjacent station car park without losing the riverside walkway
through to Waitrose and the College. The potential is
indicated by the fact that the current multi-storey car park
has 894 spaces.

•

Baffin’s Lane Car Park: how about converting it to a
peaceful inner city square with park and gardens?

businesses adjacent to the car park would have to be provided in another car park within the walls.
If a car-free policy were applied willy-nilly, then Little
London car park (123 spaces), with its notorious tailbacks of would-be parkers should be closed. But we are
realists. Without that car park Marks & Spencer would
likely close and the knock-on effects on other retailers
could be severe, resulting in a sharp reduction in the overall attractiveness of the centre city as a shopping destination. Instead, access to the car park should be solely along
East Street from Eastgate, with the northern end of St
John’s Street and Baffin’s Lane both closed.
East Street east of Little London would be for car park
users only, apart from delivery vehicles permitted before
9 30 am. The delivery vehicles should be subject all along
East Street to the same restrictions as in the pedestrianised area. On-street parking in this section of East Street
would be banned. The reduced traffic and parking would
allow this section of East Street to be narrowed, to give
more space to pedestrians. Better use could be made of
Little London car park by limiting stays to a maximum of
4 hours, except for the registered disabled. Currently allday parking is permitted.
On-street parking within the walled city should also be
reviewed to ensure adequate spaces are available to residents and the registered disabled.
IN all 454 public off-street car parking spaces plus a limited number of on-street spaces would be lost in the centre as a result of CDC plans and our own proposals.
We believe that all these spaces should be replaced by a
ISSUE NUMBER 152 ~ MARCH 2007

County Hall Car Park: How about letting the public share
some of its many spaces?

Scrapping season ticket parking spaces within the
City Walls to give more spaces to non-commuters. For
the same reason, all-day (greater than 6 hours) parking
should be made relatively more expensive per hour.
•

Extending the WSCC schemes to encourage sharing of cars, possibly coupling them with dedicated bus or
minibus services from areas where a significant number
of WSCC employees live.
•

We emphasise that there must be at least a one-forone replacement of the central car parking spaces lost
(Continued on page 4)
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both by the District Council’s plans and by our own
proposals. We have no wish to damage the retail
trade. We want to help make city centre shopping
more enjoyable.

St. John’s Street north of the turning west towards
the East Pallant car park should be closed to nonpermitted traffic after 9 30 am.
•

North Walls should be closed at its junction with
North Street.

•

Curbing the Traffic

•

To avoid non-permitted vehicle traffic going into the centre after 9 30 am and before 6 30 pm on Mondays to Saturdays (not Sundays) a number of measures are required:-

Encourage Cycling and Car Clubs

East Pallant car park should have an exit only to
the south (into South Pallant), not north into East Pallant
and thence to St John Street. This car park should be entered only from St John Street past Stride’s.
•

South Street north of Theatre Lane should be
closed to non-permitted vehicles.
•

Chapel Street should be closed to all vehicles at its
junction with Orchard Street.

•

Priory Road should be no entry from the junction
with St. Martin’s Street.

The resultant reduction in vehicle traffic should allow the
cycle network within the walls to be improved. For example a cross-city route along West Pallant, East Pallant to
Baffin’s Lane and then up Little London, East Row and
East Walls could be established. We may not become
Groningen in Holland which has been called the "World
Cycling City" since nearly 50% of journeys within the
city are now made by bicycle. As a result of deliberate
policy that city is very pedestrian and cyclist friendly,
with an extensive cycle network, good public transport
services, and a large central pedestrianised zone.

East Street should be narrowed as outlined above.
West Street to the east of County Hall should be closed to Creating safe cycle routes probably means a reduction in
non-permitted traffic after 9 30 am.
on-street parking spaces, but motorists’ demand for onstreet parking should be reduced with the closure of many
•
South Pallant north of the South Pallant car park
streets to non-permitted vehicles.Another car-reducing
should be closed to non-permitted traffic after
policy would be to establish car clubs among groups of
9 30 am.
residents. They agree to establish a pool of cars available
•
East Walls should be open northbound on an acon demand to members for a subscription plus a per day
cess only basis (primarily for Shippams site residents and
or even a per hour fee plus a rate per mile to cover petrol.
vehicles supplying the new Shippams site retail units).
•

(Continued on page 5)
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Containing the Car
Part Three: Continuing the Debate
(Continued from page 4)

We believe our proposals would allow residents and
visitors to share the benefits enjoyed in other centres
with restricted vehicle access. We appreciate the plans
are radical and would need to be phased in carefully
over a period of years. Phasing in of the plans could be
quadrant by quadrant, and initially on Saturdays only.
We accept that the District Council’s Parking Strategy
to reduce overall car parking requires a thorough review
and probably substantial modification. We also accept
that our proposals must not be a burden on the council
taxpayer. Therefore the total income from charges for
parking, shuttle service and Park-and-Ride should be
South TATE Park?
By Peggy Haynes
How splendid now the Southgate Park!
Squared flower beds and chequered paving
walks
With fluttering birches all along the walls;
An elegant pavilion! When it's dark
Do scorers count the silver studs and talk
Of famous innings? When the umpire calls
Another batsman to the cobbled mark
Do ghostly figures from the shadows stalk
To face the bowler of those big green balls?
Well that was several months ago:
What's happened to our phantom
bowlers now?
Their proud pavilion under
planners' sway
It's true the silver studs are still

sufficient to meet the total costs of these facilities. This
would almost certainly involve higher parking charges
for all, including residents within the walls.
We will be consulting widely on our proposals, with the
CDC and WSCC, with CCAAC, with Residents’ Associations, and with the Chamber of Commerce among
others. Everyone will have issues to raise about aspects
of our proposals and we welcome constructive suggestions for improving our policies. However, we believe
that if we fail to act now and comprehensively to contain the car, we risk the peaceful enjoyment of our city
by both present and future generations. They will not
thank us if we fail to take action now.
Please let us have your views!

on show
and trees applaud; but batsmen
wonder how
and why green balls turned purple
with dismay?

Matthews Hanton Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants
& Registered Auditors

books,

books,

ACCOUNTANCY, AUDITING
and TAXATION
BUSINESS PLANS and
START-UP SCHEMES
A FULL RANGE OF FINANCIAL
and BUSINESS SERVICES

First Half-Hour Consultation Free
93 ALDWICK ROAD,
BOGNOR REGIS
PO21 2NW
Telephone (01243) 861521

THE CHICHESTER
SHIP CANAL
COME & ENJOY A DAY OUT!
Angling, Canoeing, Hire Rowboating, 12 & 50-seater Tripboats, Walking, Wildlife and Refreshments.
Charter one of our trip boats for that
very special event - lunches,
dinners, buffets, parties, corporate hospitality.
Call 01243 377405 for details.

EASTER BUNNY BOAT TRIPS
These ever popular trips will take
place as usual over the Easter
period. Pre-booking essential.
£7.50 adult or child.
31st March to 15th April
For general information about
activities on the Canal :
phone 01243 771363

Chichester Canal Trading Limited
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Open House on Mothering Sunday 18 March
A special spring day to welcome visitors old and new
at the start of the season! £1 entry for everyone, plus
our traditional bunch of daffodils for mothers and
grandmothers!

Easter Festivities Fri 6 – Mon 9 April
Activities and Easter celebrations for all the family.
Good Friday – traditional pastimes, storytelling and
music; Saturday – a bustling Easter market: Sunday:
Feast Day; Monday – a lively day of games and activities with younger visitors in mind, plus an Easter
bonnet parade .

Celebrate the Taste – Food Fair Sun 6 &
Mon 7 May .A wonderful choice of quality fare to
sample and buy from the local producers of the south
east, plus tastings, cookery classes, demonstrations and
children’s activities. In Association with A Taste of
Sussex

Open 10.30am – 6pm. Adults £8.25; over 60s
£7.25; children £4.40; family (2+3) £22.65.
Children under 5 free.
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If the Market Cross Could Speak……
Proudly I stand and have stood for over 500 years,
centrally placed and useful to everyone. When
Bishop Story planned me in 1501, paying £10 for the
land, he guessed how useful I’d be to poor people
selling their farm produce without any tolls to pay.
No other buildings were allowed nearby! I was in the
centre of a larger market area than nowadays, with
sheep and cattle being sold on my eastern side, with
bustle and bargaining all around.
But railings round
me stopped this in
1808 when traders
were forced to use
the new Market Hall
in North Street (now
the Buttermarket).
Some wares were
still sold close to
me, during the 60
years of iron prison,
and today small
stalls are nearby on
Farmers’ Market
days, and individuals sell all manner of
small items by my
pillars.

Inside, as well as cobwebs, I have fine bosses in my
vaulting. I must be viewed!
My initial glory suffered badly during the Civil War.
Royalists had made the Mayor announce, by my pillars, King Charles’ pardon to rebels. Then Cromwell’s troops damaged me, destroying the statues of
bishops I had in the tall niches on each face and
damaging the angels. Half a century
on though, citizens
felt differently,
placing King
Charles’ imposing
bust by Le Sueur on
one face, gleaming
in black. Netting,
leaves and pigeon
mess over the bust
have caused me
shame, but the present replica is a
distinctive feature of
my looks.

Outside war, I’ve
borne many
changes. My stone
has worn and been
altered, I’ve had different tops such as a
How beautifully,
stone “cabbage” and
mathematically prea series of statues
cisely am I built!
under the pinnacle,
My sister crosses of
different clocks and
symbolic shape at
An Angel’s Head, drawn by our President, David Goodman
bells, inscriptions
Salisbury and
which have faded. Gales have damaged me. But in
Malmesbury are similar but not so grand. My proxeach century I have been recognisably the same.
imity to the Cathedral means we often appear together in photos today and in prints of the past.
My first clocks in the eighteenth century were at the
There was a carved wooden cross on this spot first,
top; bells for the hours and quarters followed. The
but my limestone from Caen was a strong choice.
My fine arches! Have you ever counted them? Have present clock is over 100 years old but electrically
driven now. For many recent years my clockwinder
you noticed the graceful shapes, repeated all round,
was Keith Masters, who used the trapdoor inside to
the bishops’ mitres, the carved frieze? Have you
maintain it; he had to put up with his ladders being
counted the fine pinnacles and enjoyed all the
stolen or damaged; with snow clogging the dials;
painted pennants on top? I boast coats of arms:
with power cuts; and with people climbing up the
Bishop Story’s; Chichester’s; and others but how
face! Three clock faces are of cast iron, but the one
many times repeated? I have angels’ heads, some
facing North Street is more delicately made.
weathered, some newly carved: I have carvings of
(Continued on page 7)
varied animals, birds and fish looking down on you.
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The wear on my stone has been a problem each
century, erosion by the atmosphere and by the
motor vehicles that used to go all round it after
the horses and carts era ended. Scaffolding has
annoyed drivers. But how should wear be
treated? Earlier twentieth century restoration
with cement and new mouldings was not done
well, causing later problems. Ken Child was the
restorer who began in 1959 to improve my condition, caring for my Perpendicular architecture,
admiring my decorative mouldings, removing
cement and artificial stone, and carving new
pinnacles. Sadly, not everyone thought the expense worthwhile at first but he convinced
them. Sandblasters as tiny as fountain pens finished his job, and then the Cathedral Works
team took over.
Was too much new stone put into me in the
1980s? Would conservation techniques to preserve the old have been better? David Goodman, an artist who has made numerous sketches
of my historic beauty, thinks restoration
(revealing my original surface) preferable to
replacing or renewing stone. So in future...?
Illumination on special occasions has highlighted my special features. I am the meeting
place of the masses, the place where proclamations of new kingship or the end of war have
been made. Here carols are sung beneath a huge
Christmas tree and Easter events re-enacted,
dead soldiers recalled, music played on instruments from other continents, food sold, charity
collections made, and dances performed. In
times of postal problems, mail has been distributed beside me. Once bonfires were lit beside
me to celebrate the Duke of Monmouth’s presence and, at a later date, Royal visitors have seen
me. Town criers have graced me.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

There have been suggestions that I’m an obstruction or a danger, and should be removed to Cathedral Green or Priory Park, but most people
feel I’m a traditional part of city life, valuing me
the more for my venerable years.

Cancellation of Open
General Meeting on
March 14th

With acknowledgements to the Otter Memorial
Paper 15, to Ken Child and to David Goodman

We regret that for reasons
beyond our control we are
cancelling this
Meeting on Wednesday, March 14th.

Pam Dignum
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The Market Cross with Pam and Tony Dignum
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A Class of Its Own
Art from the High School for Girls
Teenage exhibitions of their own artworks are of course
not merely of interest to parents but to many others who
enjoy looking at youthful efforts, myself included. However, such work can be very varied as to standards of
both ideas and execution – a perfectly normal situation –
and real talent is rare. Yet when, a few years ago, I visited a show in Chichester's High School for Girls, I was
quite taken aback by what I saw. Here was an array of
drawings and paintings of exceptional quality, not one of
them negligible; indeed for such an age group quite remarkable.
It was quite evident to me that only a teacher of exceptional skill and perception could have been the source of
fostering such work, so I very soon asked to meet this
person, as I had already formed an idea of what could
follow the encounter. Her name was Patricia Sewell, and
could it have been more apt? She immediately responded
to what I asked of her, and thus began the annual series
of exhibitions in the corridor of the Bishop's Palace during the Festivities season.
Trish, as she was popularly called, had that rare ability of
being able to inspire those she taught, without ever laying down formal rules of practice or promoting personal
preferences. Clearly, her pupils were also her friends,
from whom she extracted a touch of magic, her friends,
to be sure, being her brightest pupils as well.
The corridor shows proved to be so successful that I
sometimes wondered which of the two exhibitions was
preferred by some of the visiting crowds, hers or the
main professional ones in the Tudor Room next door!
As to the magic, very soon after the Festivities, Trish
was snatched away by Roedean, no less, who wanted a
share of it too. Before she left, she presented me with a
collection of excellent photocopies from some of the
corridor works, a few of which are shown here. The
originals are in full colour, of course, but that will have
to be imagined. [Or viewed on the Society's new website
http://www.chichestersociety.org.uk/newsletter.html

– Eds.]
The subject matter throughout the series is completely
varied, ranging from horses to landscapes, action to
calmness, realism to abstraction, wit and humour to serious reflection. As to the latter, note especially the picture
that was used to promote the exhibition held in the Oxmarket Centre during the summer of 2002. This, shown
adjacent, depicts a young girl kneeling forlornly over a
flowered pool, expressing an acute sense of anxiety. It is
a beautiful study, worthy of a place in any leading
(Continued on page 9)
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gallery, and this from a sixteen year old. If
it comes to that, quite a few others in the
collection merit such a place.
We can look forward to seeing further fine
work from this school, I am sure, but I
also believe that throughout the country
one can discover pupils of a similar highquality in many art classes, provided, that
is, they are tutored by someone of Trish's
ability and dedication.

David Goodman

The Old Royal West Sussex Hospital
CLOSURE, DEMOLITION AND CONSTRUCTION
At his talk at a recent Society AGM on ‘The Good, the
Bad and the Ugly’ in Chichester, Sam Howes of CDC
put the King George Gardens Development in the
‘Good’ category and I think nearly everyone living in
the new townhouses, ‘cottages’ and the apartments
within the old Hospital building would strongly agree.

ety’s efforts to influence the new buildings surrounding
what is now called Forbes Place?

What were the reasons that led to its closure to patients
in 1971 and the demolition of the entire site except the
main Listed Building in 1996/7? What were the Soci-

‘Fruit Store’. Another is the celebrated ‘shell-house’ an
Arts and Craft style 1930’s ‘DIY’ cottage belonging to

One of the conditions attached to the 1995 Planning Permission for ‘The demolition of redundant hospital buildings and extensions to the Listed Building’ was that a
professional photographic record be made of the site.
Whether or not you like the new Townhouses facing and This was carried out, very bravely given the state of
adjacent to the original Listed Building, the former
some of the buildings, by Ron ‘R. G.’ Martin of the SusGeorgian Hospital with its unique nearly 200 year old
sex Industrial Archaeology Society in August 1996.
wisteria, is an impressive, prominent sight, one of the
Ron’s excellent external and internal photos clearly demCity’s most important buildings; and still there in its
onstrate the overcrowded and out-of-date nature of the
original glory! But why is it such an important building
main and secondary buildings and the need to move to
for Chichester? One reason is its dominant position and the far larger and more modern St. Richard’s location.
classical architecture (stuccoed brick with slate mansard The photos also show how rapidly the Listed Building
roof), but a second, and perhaps more important reason is itself was deteriorating.
the role the building has played in the social history of
Also photographed are several buildings which though
the City and the everyday lives of its citizens as I suminteresting were demolished because they were either not
marised in my previous article in the December 2006
Listed nor deemed special enough. The Georgian GateNewsletter.
house was one, along with the Victorian circular brick
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Mr George Tibben. Featured in detail with
photos in the Observer on 13th January 1937 ,
the house was built by Mr Tibben personally,
taking eleven years, and was eventually donated to accommodate nurses. The interior
featured several large ‘mosaics’ made entirely
from the bottoms of Ponds cold cream jars,
Shippams meat paste jars and broken wine
glasses. ‘People would come all the way from
London to see it’.
The Society, along with CDC, CCAAC and
organisations such as The Georgian Group
(statutory consultees) and the Oxford Archaeological Unit were satisfied with the Developers’ plans for the Listed Building and
the demolition of extensions, as the building
Above: The 1930s Shell house, now demolished
At left:The Victorian Fruit Store, also demolished

In autumn 1995, the late Professor Freddie
Fielden, eminent Architect and Society member, wrote in our Newsletter that Croudace’s
Development was ‘totally unworthy of this
prestigious site’. I’m not sure I agree.

would then revert to its original Georgian design. What
they, and other Conservation groups, were concerned
about were the new buildings which would surround it.
Early 19th century maps show the original building in a
‘parkland’ setting. Plans for a three-storey block of flats
running at right angles to the west wing were therefore
very inconsistent. The Society itself saw the new-build
designs as ‘banal and monotonous, not enhancing the
Listed Building in ANY way’. It was concerned that the
design ‘does not pick up any feature of
the Listed Building, e.g. rendering’, and that the site
would be over-developed.

On a midsummer’s evening, during the interval of something superb at the CFT, theatregoers can stand outside and look across the south
end of Oaklands Park, through the trees towards a magnificent Georgian Building dwarfing anything surrounding it; its lower floors
bedecked by a glorious Wisteria in full bloom,
and in the dusk, make out the sparkling chandeliers of the upper apartments. Alive today, I
think Sir John Forbes
would be proud. I
think he would be
much more concerned about the future of St.
Richard’s!
I must declare an
interest to readers
regarding this article
as I am a resident in
King George Gardens and have been
since part of the development was completed in 1997.

As it happens, many objectors’ concerns were taken on
board. The large block of flats became a terrace of just
nine Townhouses, and the King George Gardens ‘village’
to the West was restricted to 45 two and three-bedroom
‘cottages’ around a fairly large green. At the same time
the wisteria and the fine trees on the main lawn were
given Tree Preservation Orders.
Last year the three-sided square formed by Forbes Place
and the two rows of Townhouses around the Main Lawn
formally became part of the Chichester Conservation
Area.
10

The Shell House close-up,
featuring Shippams and Ponds
jars!

Martyn Bell
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Preparing Your Spring Garden
by Trudi Harrison
It’s that time of year as the lighter evenings creep in and
remind the gardener to get going. Why not have a bash at
filling your garden with heaps of lovely flowers? It’s so
easy to do and so rewarding. I have found it easiest when
sowing seeds directly into the soil to get a couple of
handfuls of grit or sand and add half the packet of seeds
to this. It makes the distribution of seeds far more even
and I can also then see where I have sown them. It’s a
good idea to water the patch where you want your annuals to grow before you broadcast the seed, then they
won’t get washed away. Save the other half and sow
again in June for a long season of lovely flowers. If the
neighbourhood cat insists on visiting your flower bed
pop lots of little sticks where you have put your seed so
they cannot put their bottoms down!

Arum with Aquilegia

I still think we will get a good cold snap so protecting
those newly emerging shoots with a solution of liquid
seaweed like “maxicrop” will give them a protective
film, should any frost occur; be ready with the fleece if
the forecast looks a bit bleak.
Don't give up on shady places in your garden; the higher
light levels in our area mean you can grow a wider range
of plants. In one North facing corner of my garden I am
enjoying a display of Arum with Aquilegia, the white
and greens lighting the whole corner. The fact that it is a
cooler spot means the Arum will flower way into the autumn. When the Aquilegias die down I add the
fragrant annual Nicotiana sylvestris to keep that whole
area light and cool. It really is a case of experimenting till
you get the right mix.
Anchusa ‘Dawn’

Try some more unusual annuals like the vibrant blue Anchusa dawn ,the amazingly bright colours of the
“Californian poppy” Eschscholzia, and the dramatic eruptions of “love lies bleeding” Amaranthus, for some great
effects.
It’s time again to mulch the soil and pep up the borders;
in fact the gardener is flat out this time of year pruning
and tidying. In our warmer southern gardens we can get a
nice early start to doing all this as it hasn't been cold
enough to knock back those weeds and vigorous new
growth. The bugs and other beasts that plague our gardens have also enjoyed a mild winter, so a good early
start on those borders will mean you are in charge of the
garden rather than the opposite. This mild winter will
mean a lot more slugs and snails; all that rain has been
heaven for them. If you have a bad spot it’s worth investing in nematodes like Nemasys slug killer; you will
not be hurting any wildlife or endangering family pets yet
it is very, very effective.
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I am looking forward to visiting more Chichester gardens
this year. It’s good to get an idea of what the good folk
of Chichester like to grow and how they use their little
piece of heaven. Please give us a ring on 01243 673215. I
have 2 gardens to see so far. I really would like more!

Heraclium
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Memories of a Dean and the Deanery by Jane Carpenter
Cathedrals up and down the land have enjoyed the
services of great clergymen and Chichester has been
as fortunate as any. In 1935 for instance, we acquired a new dean. He came from St. Paul’s,
Knightsbridge with his wife, six sons and two
daughters, some of whom were less than delighted to
leave their friends and schools in London. The Deanery, while very handsome on the outside, must have
been a cold and uncomfortable place to live in,
though adequate in
size for such a large
family.
Dean Duncan-Jones
was a supporter of the
World Council of
Churches. A man of
peace, he was appalled at Hitler’s behaviour and the rise of
the Nazi party, knowing that the German
people would suffer
every bit as badly as
would his own countrymen.
As a parent he was
possibly a little austere but passionately
opposed to any physical punishment of his children.
It was during a holiday that this rule was broken.
Dean and Mrs Duncan-Jones had taken three of their
sons to a hotel and while the parents were downstairs for dinner, the boys started a dreadful rumpus
upstairs. Father went up to remonstrate and then returned to his meal, content that peace reigned above.
However, he was again summoned to quell further
disorder amongst his sons. This time, thoroughly
exasperated, he dealt one of them a sharp slap.
Deeply troubled, the poor Dean passed a restless
night, bitterly regretting his action; in the morning
he took his son aside to discuss the whole sorry busiTHE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
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ness. Dean D-J was somewhat nonplussed when his
son shrugged the whole episode off and simply
asked his father if he had any idea how firemen were
paid!
Mrs. Duncan-Jones was a scholar in her own right;
very much loved and respected by everyone who
knew her. One of her daughters-in-law, a very erudite lady herself, described her late mother-in-law as
"the most learned
woman I have ever
met and certainly the
gentlest". The ashes
of this revered lady
rest in the little green
known as Paradise.
The Dean had a curious mannerism, he
rocked backwards and
forwards as he gave
an address. Many
children found mimicking him irresistible,
accompanied of
course by helpless
giggles. Dean D-J was
possibly the last to
wear the formal dress
of his office, the
apron and gaiters and buckled shoes.
At the outbreak of war, the neighbours who lived
in the Residentiary, also a large family but who
had no cellar, were invited to take shelter in the
Deanery cellar. The war had scarcely begun when
one night the sirens sounded. Canon BrowneWilkinson and family went next door. To pass the
time the Dean decided to read to the assembled
company and chose “The Warden” by Anthony
Trollope, delivering a splendid performance with
an especially convincing Mrs. Proudie.
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